
 

 

OTC price:  4000 cents  MCap: R2,964m    NAV: 1995 cents 

 
 

 

 

Having been chivvying PSG/Zeder to “set Kaap Agri 

free” since the start of 2016 and written several 

research comments to my view, including a Financial 

Mail article entitled as such in July 2016, yesterday at 

the Kaap Agri Annual General Meeting I attended, the 

Kaap Chairman George Steyn…using my “nagging” in 

his commentary…stated that the Western-Cape 

agricultural and retail business plans to move its OTC 

listing to the main board of the JSE.  

 

In speaking the MD Sean Walsh and FD Graeme Sim 

post the meeting, they indicated that as no capital was 

being raised the mechanism for the move should be 

speedy and expected the listing to be undertaken by 

the end of June. 

 

Kaap Agri is currently trading at 4000 cents on the bid 

with no offers; hardly surprising given the impending JSE move. With HEPS to its September 2016-year end of 

298.46cps placing the counter on a historic PE if 13.4x and a dividend yield of 2.4%.  On my forecast FY17 HEPS 

of 352cps (+18%) the counter is on an undemanding PE of 11.4x. 

 

Listing Kaap Agri on the main board of the JSE, presumably in the same category as its relevant compatriots 

Cashbuild (PE 20.1x Home Improvement Retailers) and Massmart (PE 25.1x Breadline Retailers) as I have long 

commented would lead to a re-rating in Kaap Agri. 

 

Given its diversity, agricultural focus but with a fast growing retail element within many general merchandise 

categories such building materials, fuel retailing & distribution, I long have argued that a JSE-sector PE re-rating 

to 14x – 16x would not be beyond the realms of probability. This suggests a forecast share price to September 

2017, on my earnings, of between 4900 cents to 5600 cents. Given the counters current operational 

performance and capex growth initiatives, this re-valuation could be considered conservative.  

 

A secondary benefit of the JSE listing is the residual benefit to 39.9% majority shareholder Zeder Investments 

where Kaap comprises 8.5% of its market capitalisation and 7.8% of its SOTP; Zeder rose 1.7% yesterday on the 

news to 766 cents. Whilst not sufficient to move the SOTP needle too far, Kaap’s move does signal that, at long 

last, Zeder is prepared to create some value. I maintain my current BUY’s on Kaap Agri and Zeder Investments. 
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I have covered Kaap Agro for many years and am probably the only analyst that has consistently commented 

and given opinion on the Western Cape-based agricultural counter, much to the chagrin of some I am sure, 

who would prefer I keep quiet on this gem of a business. 

 
I nicknamed the stock in the media many years ago the “Boere Massmart” as the business, even given its 

agricultural and rural roots, is now firmly establishing itself as a hybrid retailer servicing not just its traditional 

agricultural base but a widening sphere of consumers through swathes of South Africa. 

 
In July 2016, in an article written in the Financial Mail’s monthly supplement ‘Investors Monthly’, I openly called 

for Kaap Agri to be “set free from Zeder Investments” which currently owns just shy of 40% of Kaap Agri. 

 
I argued that the company and its low valuation, given its size and profitability, was being hamstrung by its 

(now) antiquated and difficult trading Over The Counter (OTC) platform and a more equitable solution needed 

to be considered. 

 
I further commented that underlying strong earnings momentum and thus the low PE – due to the OTC 

platform - (it’s on a historic 13.4x and a forward to September of 11.4x based on my HEPS estimate of 352cps) 

would see a sharp-re-rating if it were to be listed on the retail board of the JSE; its natural home. 

 
In Early-January 2017, I selected Kaap Agri as one of my top stocks of 2017 at 4000 cents as I had a broad 

thematic in my selection on the food and agricultural sector. In Kaap Agri’s case I had another rationale; 

value unlock and share re-rating potential. This has now been realised 

 
 

In reviewing the Kaap Agri’s 2016 Annual Report for its 

results year end of September 2016, those results 

detailed; 
 

From its 180 operating points across Provinces in South Africa and 

into Namibia, total group revenue rose by a modest 5.8% to R5,653m 

with Operating profit increasing by 16.1% to R338.1m with Profit 

before Tax rising 13.3% to R290.8m.  

 

 General trade & mechanization rose by 5.8% to R4,919m 

o Profit rose by 15.9% to R240.6m 

 Wesgraan (the wheat handling & storage unit) declined by 15% to 

R558m due to lower harvest in the Western Cape 

o Profit declined by 8% to R30.7m 

 Irrigation, manufacturing & retail rose by 30.4% to R169m due to 

traction and market share gains in selected products specifically in specialized water irrigation. 

o Profit rose by 69% to R18.1m 

 

 HEPS rose by 15.1% to 298.46cps 

 Dividend for the year rose by 15.2% to 94.5cps 

 Net Asset Value ended the financial; year at 1995cps (1781cps) 
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In reviewing results with management, they were pleased with the business performance during 2016, 

notwithstanding dry conditions in parts of the Western Cape that impacted the wheat harvest.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A lower crop saw lower volumes passing through the business, hence the decline in Wesgraan; costs were 

controlled in this division which alongside better operational efficiencies mitigated a greater fall in profitability. 

 

However, high wheat prices assisted farming revenues overall which aided other aspect of Kaap Agri’s business. 

 

The retail operations under Agri Mart performed exceptionally well with ongoing investment in the network 

and the roll-out of the ExpressMark fuel stations. 30 ExpressMark’s are currently operational with a planned 6 

to open by mid-2017. A plan to expand to 50 sites are underway. 
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Five-year review of performance 
 

 
 
Kaap Agri has had a solid and consistent growth expansion averaging 15% CAGR per annum and is well on 

target to meet its internal objective of attaining a R500m Operating Profit by 2020; in fact, given current 

expansion plans and internal growth…that target ‘may’ be attained by 2019. This was re-affirmed at the Kaap 

Agri AGM yesterday by the MD Sean Walsh. 

 
With such a sizable business in the general agricultural and growing non-agricultural sector, I was flummoxed 

why such a growth business was being kept under wraps when any rational decision can clearly see that given 

its operational and managerial performance a materially higher market valuation could be attained if the 

business was ‘set free’ and listed on the JSE. This is now the case and a JSE listing will be undertaken by June. 

 
 

 

 

Kaap Agri does 

indeed plan to list 

on the JSE…and its 

2020 growth plan is 

more than a year 

ahead of schedule… 
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Looking into FY17 where is growth coming from? 
 

After delivering HEPS growth of 15.1% in FY16 to 298.46cps, my forecast earnings for FY17 is 352cps (+18%). 

 

The new financial period has started positively for Kaap Agri with the retail business, especially the non-agri 

component, performing exceptionally well. I expect strong growth in the coming year from fuel stations and 

building materials within Kaap Agri. 

 

In the agricultural space, silo’s, seeds and mechanisation will be expanded in the period. 

 

 

Looking at the key divisions; 
 

Trade: 86% of revenue & 82% of PBT in 2016 

 

In the year ahead, as part of Kaap’s R306m capex initiative, some R130m will be spent upgrading AgriMark. 

Eight to fourteen branches will be refurbished to match the new format at the flagship Paarl facility, which has 

seen dramatic rises in sales post its realignment to a more modern retail environment. Management comments 

this investment should start to bear fruit in the final two months of 2017 and into 2018. 

 

Building materials, paints, DIY and hardware are performing well and Kaap Agri is a leading player in this 

segment in the Western Cape via its branch footprint and buying power and is winning market share as stores 

are re-focused, refurbished and upscaled. As an aside, Kaap is one of the largest re-sellers of cement in the 

Province. Cashbuild would love to get its scale in the Western Cape.  

 

Another area of possible expansion, following the success of the upgraded Paarl flagship store is perhaps 

garden centres. Garden plants and requisites have proven to be strong category sellers at the flagship branch. 

Could a GardenMark brand be the next offering – a chain of Kaap Agri garden centres? 

 

At the AGM yesterday. MD Sean Walsh stated that the internal plan was to grow the building materials business 

by 300% over three years to a R900m revenue.  

 

The mechanisation division of Kaap Agri also gained a boost. At the AGM Sean Walsh commented that Kaap 

had gained an agreement to distribute New Holland agricultural equipment. This is interesting, as recently 

Invicta – which had the exclusive agency – was given a 12-month termination notice by New Holland’s parent 

company CNH. Invicta stated the impact of the loss of its business was 5% of revenue and 2% of profit. 

 

The New Holland agreement is allied to Kaap’s initiative to enhance their agricultural mechanisation offering, 

spare parts into a more cohesive business to enable them to compete with sector leader John Deere. 

 

Management is upgrading the businesses supply chain and improving distribution and software upgrades are 

underway to further optimize the business; all sound retailing strategy 

 

 

Kaap’s FY17 has 

started strongly and 

my forecast 

earnings is 352cps 

(+18%)…I may even 

be a touch light… 

Kaap’s big growth 

push in the coming 3 

years is building 

materials..and fuel 

stations…AND Kaap 

gains rights to New 

Holland 

equipment…which 

was terminated from 

Invicta… 

Capex in the coming 

year of R306m with 

another R120m to 

be finalised…is the 

largest ever such 

investment made… 
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The ExpressMark fuel stores are also profitable, and one must consider that five years ago this business was 

not even in existence, but now contributes over R40m in profit to Kaap Agri and is growing rapidly.  

 

ExpressMark’s sold 181m litres of fuel in its prior financial period and sold 225m litres (+24%) in FY16. The unit 

employs over 250 people. At the AGM, it was commented that Kaap makes more profit from selling coffee & 

pies at its ExpressMark’s than it does from selling cement. Eight Fego cafés have been opened within the 

convenience stores with another 5 planned.  

 

There are 34 ExpressMark’s currently operational at Kaap’s September 2016 year-end. Presently there are 40 

outlets with a further 5 planned to open by the end of 2017. A further 8 to 12, accords MD Walsh, will be 

opened in 2018. 

 

Kaap is on the hunt to acquire service stations in key Provinces as most of its own sites have or will have been 

converted into ExpressMark’s. Establishing a new greenfield fuel & convenience location can take up to three 

years due to planning & EIA requirements, thus Kaap wished to acquire existing operations and convert the 

formats and utilise its buying power and distribution logistics to enhance, said, acquired sites. 

 

 

Trade: 10% of revenue & 11% of PBT in 2016 

 

The wheat harvest, accords management, still an important consideration to the business is the best in 11 

years in the Western Cape. That will aid recovery in Wesgraan and improve farm incomes. 

 

125,000 tons more wheat was gained in the past financial year than envisaged, given the serious drought 

experienced in parts of the Western Cape. 

 

This proved positive for the grain and silo division and results in 2017. 

 

The medium term plans are to build a new wheat silo outside Malmesbury which will aid efficiency to the 

farmers who currently have to come into the town to deliver and handle grain. The existing town wheat silo 

will be converted in to other grain storage facilities. Such capex will be costly. 

 

 

Overall 
 

To meander back to my July 2016 Financial Mail article (2900 cents) and my Top stocks recommendation on 

January 10th 2017 in Kaap Agri (at 3700 cents), I maintain my bullish stance on the operational performance of 

Kaap Agri. The confirmation of a JSE listing, a cause I have campaigned for, cements & confirms my valuation. 

 

After a moribund two-years, Zeder Investments needed some positive news. Perhaps freeing Kaap Agri will 

send a positive signal that Zeder is now looking for value appreciation in its stagnant portfolio. Kaap’s listing 

will not move Zeder’s SOTP needle that much, its 8.5% of its market value and 7.8% of its Sum of the Parts, but 

it does send a positive signal that change is underway….that alone is a good thing. 

 

I maintain both my Top stocks buys on Kaap Agri and thus Zeder. 

The Kaap 

listing…adds upside 

to Zeder where Kaap 

is currently 8.5% if 

its market cap and 

7.8% of its SOTP… 
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